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You’ve spent years dreaming of your perfect wedding day, and months of planning to make your dreams come true. But if
you are like most engaged couples, you probably have not given enough attention to choosing from the Michigan
wedding limousines. Do not let lack of attention to this important detail mar your perfect day. Book your transportation
early, especially if your event will occur in a traditional wedding month, such as June.


HERE ARE A FEW TIPS TO GET YOU STARTED ON FINDING THE PERFECT LIMOUSINE FOR YOUR WEDDING.



- Determine who will ride in the limo and add the list to your wedding planner; allowing extra space for dresses that need
to be spread out to avoid wrinkling.



- Check your area for Michigan wedding limousines in your area.



- Contact desirable transportation companies and make arrangements to view the vehicles you are considering, making
sure to check interiors as well as exteriors.



- Make inquiries about the chauffeurs; are they licensed insured, well versed in etiquette? Do they know the area in which
the wedding will take place? Are they uninformed?



- Check the fee schedule – is price based on hours of service or distance or both? Is there a minimum? Are there package
deals or discounts available and what do they include?



- Once you have decided which of the Michigan wedding limousines to go with, make sure your contract shows the date
of service, arrival times and locations, the color, make, model and year of the rental vehicle as well as the cost and the
cancellation policy.



- Be prepared to tender a deposit to reserve the vehicle; confirm reservation the week before your wedding.



These tips above will help you with planning the wedding of your dreams. Make sure all the details are arranged prior to
and that you have specified in detail on the contract what is expected. Once again congratulations and enjoy your special
celebration. 
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Robert Reno offers wedding reception entertainment and also accommodates private parties, and high school proms. He
has a vast exposure as the innovative and creative Michigan DJ. He is working for Encore Entertainment & Productions.
For further information about this www.encorepartydjs.com Michigan DJ please visit their
http://encorepartydjs.weblog.com Michigan DJs blog.
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